Abstract. Several relevant research methods on reliability to Chinese nuclear power plant operators in past over 10 years based on nuclear power plant (NPP) simulator platform are introduced in the paper. The relevant research methods include human cognition reliability model, fuzzy synthetic evaluation math model, and psychology quality research model etc.
Introduction
Almost every country needs a stable and powerful source which will be able to supply energy continuously for a very long period of time. Nuclear energy can be the best solution to this problem. Primary sources of energy can't provide that much of energy as nuclear energy [1] . So nuclear energy application leads to safety issue.
Among the serious events and accidents in nuclear power plant (NPP), the human beings related errors are over 50%. Now many countries in the world have taken more attention to the research of human being reliability [2] .
Research Methods on NPP Operators Reliability
The safe operation of NPP includes equipment and operators two aspects. The equipment reliability research of NPP could be applied with some methods like Monte Carlo method to simplify the Bayes estimation of NPP equipment reliability. The method makes it possible to automatically and quickly analyze the reliability data and greatly simplify the computing procedure [3] .
Cognitive Model of Reliability Research on NPP Operators
With the computer technique rapid development, the simulator sever can take the role of plant and does various mathematical calculations to mimic the reactor in real time [4] . The HCR model is one of the most useful models to study Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) quantitatively. As a cognitive model, it is also the most usually used method in NPP operator behavior research [5] .
The applied cognitive model of the research on the reliability of Chinese NPP operators is showed in formula as below.
(1) According to recent research results, in order to be against gross measurement errors, data reconciliation (DR) should be applied [6] . And for real time monitoring, distributed data acquisition system is also applied [7] . This will be a direction for future research.
Based on the experimental parameters, the fitting curves of the two-parameter Weibull distribution to the six accidents can be obtained. The fitting curves of six accidents based on the two-parameter Weibull distribution are shown in Figure 1 .
Reliability Research on NPP Operators Based on Possibilistic Fuzzy Regression Model
The method describes the linear relations between response time and performance shape factors (PSF). The relations can be described by the fuzzy definition of PSF that can be set up by a linear fuzzy system equation and made use of fuzzy linear regression to estimate related fuzzy parameters. Furthermore, the possibilistic distribution function of the response time to the accidents of NPP operators can be obtained. The relevant formula is shown in formula 2 as below [8] .
Y=A 0 +A 1 X 1 +…+ A n X n (2) Through the research to 24 Chinese NPP operators with 8 groups considering the average data including responding time to accident, age, control room experience and education etc, the possibilistic linear regression model for the response time Y is as below in formula 3.
(3) where X 1 ，X 2 ，X 3 denotes the variable of age, experience outside a control room and education respectively.
The key point is the possibilistic linear model could be used to do research on NPP operators' reliability.
Synthetic Evaluation of NPP Operators Based on Borda Score
Fuzzy synthetic evaluation supplies the method and tool of quantitative analysis to NPP operators. In this method, to the factor set U={u 1 , u 2 , …, u n }, evaluation result can be expressed by different class, appraisal and data. Assuming there are m kinds of evaluation class or appraisal, the relevant evaluation set is V={ v 1 can lead to different synthetic evaluation results. The weight assignment of various factors can be described as A={a 1 , a 2 , …, a n }. After getting U, V and A, evaluation set can be obtained through combining Fuzzy transform (A(UV)) [9] .
The Fuzzy synthetic evaluation of NPP operators is based on the value of accident response probability and environment factors such as working experience and education experience. The method needs a long time to verify the experiment conclusion many years ago. So its efficiency is not good.
Psychology Quality Evaluation Research on NPP Operators
To Chinese NPP operators, 9 NPP accidents which are connected closely with NPP operators are selected to analyze. Chinese NPP operator psychology selection system including cognition ability, personality psychology characteristics and psychological health 3 aspects is obtained through the relevant research finally.
Cognition ability can be tested through professional psychology instrument; Personality psychology characteristics is mainly obtained through paper test and expert interview; Psychological health measurement can be got through SCL-90 table [10] .
Non-response
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The NPP operators could be evaluated through the method relevant to psychological characteristics. Because the human being is complicated, different psychological characteristics data can display the capability of different NPP operators.
Research of Psychological Characteristics and Performance Relativity of NPP Operators
Psychological characteristics and performance relativity are two important aspects of psychology research of nuclear power plant operators. The relevant research model can be showed in Figure 2 . There are some differences between 15 psychological characteristics dimensions of nuclear power plant operators and normal model. The Self-Regulation dimension is lower than normal model. The Emotional Stability and Risk Taking dimensions are obviously much higher than normal model. The 9 psychological health dimensions including Somatization, Obsessive-Compulsive, Interpersonal Sensitivity, Depression, Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic Anxiety, Paranoid Ideation and Psychoticism are lower than normal model. It shows that the common quality of operators is better.
The 6 personality characteristics dimensions including Gregarious, Venturesome, Self-Regulation, Emotional Stability, Risk Taking and Achievement Motivation are positive relativity to the working performance. The Gregarious, Self-Regulation and Emotional Stability are obviously positive relativity to the working performance. The 9 psychological health dimensions including Somatization, Obsessive-Compulsive, Interpersonal Sensitivity, Depression, Anxiety, Hostility, Phobic Anxiety, Paranoid Ideation and Psychoticism are negative relativity to the working performance. The Obsessive-Compulsive, Interpersonal Sensitivity and Depression are obviously negative relativity to the working performance. It shows when the higher the score of Gregarious, Self-Regulation and Emotional Stability etc 6 personality characteristics dimensions is, the higher the relevant working performance is; when the higher the score of Obsessive-Compulsive, Interpersonal Sensitivity and Depression etc 9 psychological health dimensions is, the lower the relevant working performance is.
There are tight relationship between psychological characteristics and performance among risky occupation people. The people who have high performance usually have good cooperation, daring to do things, calmness and psychological health. Nuclear power plant operators are also in line with the rule [11] .
Since NPP operators belong to risky occupation people. The experiment shows what kind of people should be searched for doing this kind of job, because different type people will lead to different results to some extent based on different psychological characteristics.
Other Application in the Reliability Research of NPP Operators
The reliability research of NPP operators includes many aspects and dimensions such as basic quality, position capability and relevant psychological factors etc evaluation. The process is very complicated. While human being, time and related environment etc factors being added up together, the system will be more complicated [12] . Where the expert system could be utilized very well to make decision and judge efficiently. When the evaluation factors more complete, the evaluation rules more detail, the final results will be near to the real fact [13] .
In order to support NPP operators to judge rapidly and correctly, fault diagnosis method had been studied deeply. The relevant method like genetic algorithms is used. Since the imperfection of expert knowledge, illusive signals and multi-faults diagnosing are serious problems to fault diagnosis of NPP based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) and the method contraposed the characteristic of the fault diagnosis of NPP and integrated with classical probability theory. The method can diagnose several faults that happen at the same time and has comparative adaptability to the imperfection of expert knowledge, illusive signal and other instance. The application can support NPP operators very well in accidents diagnosis [14] .
Summary
The paper introduced the several research methods on Chinese NPP operators' reliability in past over 10 years. All research methods including NPP operators HCR model, Fuzzy regress model to responding time calculation, Fuzzy synthetic evaluation and psychological evaluation system etc. surround the most important factor to NPP-NPP operators to do research.
The introduction of these methods shows the possible research dimensions to NPP operators. These dimensions include operation experiment capability, the capability being related to what kinds of factors, what kinds of factors affecting synthetic capabilities, different psychological characteristics data being related to different type people, moreover relevant to different performances and etc. The combination of these methods will help evaluate NPP operators very well.
The relevant research is not only to play an important part to NPP safe operation, but also to give reference to other industries on both research methods and operators reliability.
